Important instructions to avoid possible mistakes and ensuring smooth E-Voting process.

A. The following three fields are essential for linking the data provided into the system and opening the screen to proceed further and cast your vote. In case of any difference in the following three fields the system may not open for casting the vote.

a) PAN Number (as given in the RCMC application).
b) User ID ((Membership Number given by the CEPCI).
c) Password (generated by the member and given in the E-Voting Registration form).

B. If the members have used different characters like @/ - , # * ! etc in the password the same will be removed and rest of the alphabet and numerical shall be retained. If the retained alphabet and numerical does not meet the minimum requirement of 5 characters “zero” will be added to have the required digits in the password.

Eg: 1) If the entered password is “ABC@12#” it will be corrected as “ABC12”
   2) If the entered password is “XY/9” it will be corrected as “XY900”
   3) If the entered password is “DE#78” it will be corrected as “DE780”

C) If the members have submitted their e-voting registration form by email to “pkkmurthy09@gmail.com” and sealed cover to CEPCI, the sealed cover and the details given there in shall be treated as final.

D) The user ID should be without any characters other than alphabet and numerical. Hence you are requested to remove the “/ - ” given in the membership number.

   Eg. If the given membership number is “CEPCI / 18-A1171” you are required to enter your password as “CEPCI18A1171”.

E) In the PAN number column for E-Voting, the PAN number given in your application for RCMC should be entered for E-Voting.
F) Members will be allowed to cast their upto FIVE candidates only.

In case of any difficulty in proceeding with the e-voting process you may contact immediately Mr. S.Kannan, 9846035678 for getting the correct PAN Number and user id.

******

S. Kannan